Abstract-MPEG-4 shape coding comprises context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE) as its centerpiece. Since the CAE algorithm has a complicated coding procedure and strong data dependency, it is hard to exploit its pipeline and parallel facilities. Furthermore, to encode multiple symbols within one clock cycle, it needs to overcome the issues of extracting multiple contexts of these symbols, deriving multiple probabilities from these contexts, and performing multiple multiplicative range update operations. This paper presents an efficient pipelined multisymbol CAE architecture for real-time MPEG-4 shape encoding. The proposed design is based on the inherent characteristics of binary alpha blocks as well as the numerical properties of the probabilities indexed by the contexts, and it is capable of encoding either a singe symbol or multiple symbols within each clock cycle. To overcome the aforementioned issues under the consideration of the hardware cost and the critical path delay, only symbols with a particular set of contexts are chosen to be processed simultaneously within the same clock cycle. Theoretical analysis shows that the majority of symbols have contexts belonging to this particular set, and therefore CAE processing can be significantly accelerated. An example VLSI implementation of proposed architecture that encodes two symbols within each clock cycle without sacrificing the clock rate can achieve a speedup of 1.47 in comparison with traditional CAE architectures. This particular two-symbol design can support MPEG-4 Main Profile at levels 3 and 4 under extreme and typical conditions, respectively. When synthesized from Verilog RTL design by using TSMC 0.35-m 1P4M CMOS technology, the design can run at 90 MHz.
I. INTRODUCTION
M PEG-4's object-based scene description allows the transmission of arbitrarily shaped video objects [1] , [2] . The purpose of using shape is to promote better subjective picture quality, higher coding efficiency, as well as more user interaction. These advantages make this standard best suited for the needs of mobile applications or browsing multimedia databases on the Internet. Therefore, shape coding can be widely utilized in various consumer electronics devices, such as video telephony, personal digital assistants, set-top box, and video surveillance. The MPEG-4 international standard [1] , [2] treats moving pictures as an organized collection of visual objects and provides several advanced techniques to access and represent the moving arbitrarily shaped natural and synthetic objects in video scenes. As shown in Fig. 1 , a video object plane (VOP), which is the instance of a video object at a given time, is composed of an alpha component to define the object's shape [ Fig. 1(b) ] and three color components (YCbCr) to render the object's texture [ Fig. 1(a) ]. MPEG-4 video encoding is based on the VOP encoder shown in Fig. 2 . Basically, the VOP is defined as a minimum rectangle that can cover the whole object. The size of a VOP at a given time for a video object depends on the shape of the video object at that time. That is, the size of the VOP for a video object is time-variant. For coding of the shape of a VOP, a bounding rectangle is first created and extended to multiples of 16 16 blocks with extended alpha samples set to zero. Shape coding is then initiated on a 16 16 block basis; these blocks are also called binary alpha blocks (BABs), as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The alpha component of a VOP is encoded using a binary shape encoder while the color components are encoded using motion estimation and compensation (ME/MC) followed by DCT-based texture coding.
In an MPEG-4 binary shape encoder, a BAB may be encoded in many different ways. If all of the pixels in a BAB are opaque or transparent, only the coding mode is encoded by means of a variable-length coder (VLC). In interframe coding, a BAB can be coded with reference to a suitable prediction BAB from the previous coded frame. This procedure is called binary motion estimation (BME). In this case, shape encoder encodes shape mode and motion vector by using VLC. Apart from those cases mentioned above, it is generally necessary to employ context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE) to the pixels within a BAB. There are two CAE operation modes: one is the INTRA mode and the other is the INTER mode. INTRA mode CAE exploits the spatial redundancy by estimating the probability of the current pixel from its neighboring pixels. As for INTER mode, temporal redundancy is exploited by estimating the probability of the current pixel from its neighboring pixels and from motion-compensated neighboring pixels of the previous coded frame.
In intraframe coding, only INTRA mode CAE is performed. In interframe coding, both INTRA and INTER mode CAE are performed. In both modes, CAE operation is performed pixel by pixel in both horizontal and vertical raster scan order. Therefore, there are total four different coding processes: CAE , CAE , CAE , and CAE . At each pixel, a template is formed. From the template, a context number is extracted and then used to access a probability table (the probability that the pixel is zero). The accessed probability and the value of the pixel are then used to drive an arithmetic encoder. In intraframe coding, the minimum size of the encoded bitstream between CAE and CAE is chosen. Similarly, the minimum size of the encoded bitstream among CAE , CAE , CAE , and CAE is chosen in interframe coding. In addition, the shape encoder may decide to encode subsampled versions (i.e., lossy coding) of BABs to save encoded bits. If this is the case, then the subsampling factor is also encoded into the bitstream. The BAB (subsampled or not) then undergoes CAE. Note that CAE itself introduces no additional loss. In summary, the MPEG-4 CAE algorithm requires a complex processing procedure and high-computation multiplicative operation while suffering severe data dependency.
Similar to MPEG-4's predecessor, i.e., MPEG-2, ME/MC and texture coding are usually implemented by using dedicated hardware accelerators. Dedicated shape coding hardware is also recommended for higher MPEG-4 profiles and levels due to its high computing property [3] , [4] . On the one hand, it is shown in [3] that shape encoding for test sequence weather with 10 frames per second (fps) QCIF (176 144) format requires 201.87 MIPS on an Ultra Sparc 2 workstation. On the other hand, [4] showed that CAE ranks the second place in and takes 19.61% of the total computation complexity of shape encoding in a typical case of MPEG-4 application, i.e., 30 fps CIF (352 288) video sequences. Thus, we can roughly estimate that CAE for test sequence weather with 10 fps QCIF would require 39.59 MIPS on an Ultra Sparc 2 workstation. Therefore, a software CAE implementation for 10-fps QCIF format could be feasible in principle on RISC or DSP platforms. However, the implementation of higher MPEG-4 profiles and levels on general purpose processors might not be feasible. For example, CAE takes, respectively, 475.08 MIPS and 3263.40 MIPS for 30 fps CIF and 1920 1088 (main profile at level 4) video sequences, respectively. In addition, the characteristics of bit-level operation and the strong data dependency of CAE also make it hard to be optimized in software implementation. Therefore, to fully utilize the compelling features of MPEG-4 brought about by shape coding, a dedicated hardware design for CAE is imperative.
Several VLSI architectures for the whole MPEG-4 shape coding have also been presented [4] - [6] . For example, the whole shape encoder in [6] is set by a main processor through AMBA AHB bus and synchronized with the processor through interrupt. As for the hardware shape encoder design in [5] , CAE takes more cycles (1,144 cycles) than full-search BME (1,072 cycles) in interframe coding. Furthermore, BME is not performed in intraframe coding. Therefore, CAE takes a major portion of the execution time in a hardware implementation. The reason why CAE dominates the performance of hardware shape encoder is that, although BME dominates the computing power of the shape encoder, it inherits the good parallelism property from motion estimation, and this property has already been well exploited for hardware design. In contrast, the complicated coding procedure and the strong data dependency of the CAE algorithm make it hard to exploit the pipeline and parallel facilities of CAE hardware design. Since MPEG-4 will be used in a variety of consumer electronics devices, such as video telephony, PDA, and cable boxes, there is a clear need of a cost-effective CAE VLSI architecture to encode shape information in real time.
The aforementioned compelling advantages of MPEG-4 shape coding and the awareness of the critical issues in designing high-performance and lost-cost shape encoder motivate us to explore a cost-effective hardware architecture for CAE. The contribution of this paper is the innovation of a cost-effective, high-speed, multisymbol CAE architecture that can support MPEG-4 main profile at levels 3 and 4 under extreme and typical conditions, respectively. The designs for important implementation issues, including data preparation for contexts of multiple symbols, multiple probabilities lookup for these contexts, and the calculation of multiple multiplications for multiplicative arithmetic coding, are also presented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the related works on the design of arithmetic encoding. Section III presents a general introduction to the MPEG-4 context-based arithmetic encoding. Section IV explains the inherent characteristics of BAB and the numerical properties of the values of probabilities indexed by the contexts. The design space of multisymbol CAE is also explored in this section. Based on the information described in Section IV, a general multiple-symbol CAE architecture is explained first, and the experiment result of a particular two-symbol CAE implementation is shown in Section V. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
To improve the performance of the arithmetic coding, some designs focus on the improvement of clock rate of the multiplication-free arithmetic coding [7] - [9] , while other designs focus on parallel-processing multiple symbols within one clock cycle [11] - [14] . Most parallel designs focus on the improvement of the multiplication-free arithmetic coder, the Q-Coder [10] . In the original Q-coder proposed in [10] , either a single more probable symbol (MPS) or less probable symbol (LPS) is processed in one iteration. In [11] , Feygin modified Q-coder architecture by employing loop unrolling and speculative execution of the inner loop of the arithmetic coding algorithm to achieve either a single LPS or multiple MPSs coding in one iteration. In [12] , Jiang incorporated multiplication into the Q-coder coding operation to achieve parallel arithmetic coding. Jiang's architecture has a tree-structure processing element (PE) array, and each PE has its own renormalization operation. Furthermore, Jiang proposed a similar tree-structure parallel design for bilevel images to encode a group of input symbols within each cycle [13] . For input symbols with even number , their design requires PEs with a latency of cycles. In [14] , Andra proposed a modification of the Q-coder by: 1) considering a two-symbol nonoverlapping window and not coding the second symbol if both of them are MPSs and 2) moving the majority of computations to the LPS path. This modification leaded to a 60%-70% reduction of the additions/subtractions with a loss of compression ratio about 1%-3% as compared to the original Q-coder. Andra's design requires a state machine with 58 states while the Q-coder requires a state machine with only 30 states. In addition, the decoder has to make the corresponding changes to correctly extract the coded information.
In MPEG-4, it is necessary to initialize the arithmetic encoder prior to encoding the first pixel of each BAB and to flush/terminate it after encoding the last pixel of the BAB. Because these frequent initializations and terminations of the arithmetic encoder are a source of inefficiency, a multiplicative arithmetic codec was chosen in preference to the less efficient shift-subtract type [15] . As for MPEG-4 CAE hardware design, Chang [5] proposed the delay line model to improve the context generation of the design in [16] , which employed barrel shifters to support the coding of subsampled BABs.
The aforementioned multisymbol designs for multiplicative arithmetic codecs either cause a significant hardware penalty resulting from employing straightforward loop unrolling and speculative execution of the inner loop of arithmetic coding algorithm or result in a loss of compression performance and the corresponding changes being made for the decoder arising from invoking the changes in the algorithm. In addition, all of the above designs do not discuss how to prepare the multiple symbols and contexts for parallel processing. As the number of symbols grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to get input symbols, to extract contexts, to decide whether or not these symbols are suitable for parallel processing, and to process them in parallel with reasonable hardware cost and latency. In this paper, the above-mentioned challenges of hardware design will be efficiently resolved without the sacrifice of compression performance. In addition, the theoretical performance analyses of multisymbol CAE and the effects of renormalization are also revealed.
III. CONTEXT-BASED ARITHMETIC CODING
This section gives a general introduction to the MPEG-4 context-based arithmetic encoding. The procedure for encoding a given pixel is as follows.
1) A context number is generated based on a template.
2) The probability of the symbol is indexed from a probability table using the context number.
3) The accessed probability and the value of the symbol are used to drive an arithmetic encoder. To compute the context, the neighboring pixels of the symbol to be coded are used. Therefore, BABs and motion compensation (MC) BABs need to be padded with borders, as shown in Fig. 3 , and the padding procedure can refer to the MPEG-4 Video Verification Model [17] . Fig. 4 shows the templates for INTRA and INTER CAE mode. The notation of "?" indicates the symbol to be encoded and is aligned with notation "c6" in INTER template. A 10-b context is generated for INTRA CAE mode while a 9-b context is generated in the same way for INTER CAE mode. The probability table contains the probabilities for a symbol being equal to zero. All probabilities are normalized to the range [1, 65 525]. Several registers, symbols, and constants are defined in Table I to further describe MPEG-4 CAE algorithm. Once the indexed probability is derived, it is used to drive an arithmetic encoder, which consists of range update and renormalization stages. The range update stage updates the range ( ) and the lower bound ( ) of the interval. The renormalization stage renormalizes when is smaller than QUARTER. This stage could also output the encoded bits of the arithmetic coder. Fig. 5 shows the detailed operations performed in the range update stage. If the input symbol is an LPS, would be updated to rLPS and would be updated to a new position with an offset of the range of MPS (rMPS) from . If the input symbol is an MPS, would be updated to rMPS and would not need to be updated. According to the MPEG-4 standard, rLPS is computed as the product of the MSB 16 b of and cLPS. Thus, rMPS is calculated as R-rLPS. Fig. 6 shows the operations performed in the renormalization stage that renormalization is handled in three situations. In situation 1, where the interval [ , ) is within [HALF, 1), the arithmetic encoder needs to update and output one bit of 1 along with bits-to-follow. In situation 2, where the interval [ , ) is within [0, HALF), the arithmetic encoder needs to output one bit of 0 along with bits-to-follow. Otherwise, renormalization is handled in situation 3 where is updated and the count of bits-to-follow is increased. After the situation is determined and the corresponding operation is performed, the lower bound and the range need to be enlarged by two times to complete the renormalization operation. Before encoding the next symbol, the renormalization operation is performed iteratively until is no longer less than QUARTER. The CAE bitstream is generated according to the output bit and the value of bits-to-follow, which is the number of the consecutive occurrences of situation 3. Then the bitstream contains bits-to-follow+1 bits that the value of the first bit is the same as that of the output bit, whereas the value of each remaining bit is opposite to that of the output bit. For example, when the output bit is 1 and the value of bits-to-follow is 4, then the output bitstream would be a 5-b binary code 10 000.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
To understand the characteristics of BABs and CAE operations, 11 test sequences listed in Table II are used for the subsequent statistics and analyses. Except for Dancer and Singer, these test sequences are from the MPEG-4 Video Verification Model [17] . All test sequences are generated for the core profile at level two with size conversion disabled and a shape refresh rate of 1:3. In MPEG-4 Video Verification Model, 8-b data are used to represent the alpha component of each pixel to indicate either 0 (opaque) or 255 (transparent). For a hardware design, the bi-level alpha data can be represented as 1-bit 0 or 1.
A. Multisymbol Context-Based Binary Arithmetic Encoding
Because the performance bottleneck of CAE is its sequential processing nature, we explore both parallelism and hardware cost to gain an efficient design of multisymbol CAE. As mentioned in Section II, a multiplicative arithmetic encoding was chosen in preference to the less efficient shift-subtract type. To minimize the hardware cost and the critical path delay of the multiplicative operations to achieve the encoding of multiple symbols within a clock cycle, the design of constant multipliers is preferred. Therefore, only symbols with a particular set of context are chosen to be simultaneously encoded. We denote as a symbol whose context has either all-zero or all-one bits, as the occurrence of successive with the same context, and as the total symbol count of , i.e.,
. In addition, represents a group of successive with the same context and can be processed simultaneously within the same clock cycle in our multiple-symbol CAE. Note that and also record the occurrence and the number of symbols that do not belong to . Fig. 7 illustrates examples for counting in INTRA mode. There are nine successive symbols whose contexts have all-zero bits, thus is increased by one. In the right-hand side of Fig. 7 , there are three successive symbols whose context has all-one bits and therefore is increased by one. Because each video object is a rigid body, the neighboring pixels around the coded symbol tend to be all zero or all one, i.e., should tend to appear in clusters, and this kind of situation would happen to the successive coded symbols. The following statistics also show this point. Fig. 8 shows the distributions of and for those test sequences listed in Table II. Although dominates the occurrence count, has a proportion of 27% only. On the other hand, the total symbol count of has a proportion of 73%; this implies that tends to appear in clusters. For a rough estimation and comparison of CAE performance without considering the renormalization effects and implementation issues, we assume that a baseline CAE can handle one symbol per clock cycle. Then the distribution of in Fig. 8 implies that the upper bound performance of a CAE that can handle per clock cycle is approximately 0.635 cycles/symbol or 1.575 symbols/cycle, compared with a true two-symbol CAE that has a performance of two symbols/cycle. As for a CAE that can handle with arbitrary within one clock cycle, the speedup is about 2.95. Fig. 9 . Differences of So(n) and Sc(n). Table III are quite small compared to those of other cLPSs.
B. Renormalization
As mentioned in Section III, renormalization operations start when is smaller than QUARTER and must be completed before the next symbol is encoded. In addition, renormalization operations for one symbol can be completed within either one or more clock cycles according to the implementation. From the statistics of the 11 test sequences, about 6.18% of coded symbols need to perform renormalizations, and about 0.76% of coded symbols that need to perform renormalizations belong to . This implies that the renormalization operations, and thus the renormalization strategies, affect the performance of proposed multiple-symbol CAE design quite little. This is reasonable because the values of cLPSs for are small and thus arithmetic encoder changes slightly when encoding 's. Therefore, the renormalization occurs rarely when encoding 's. Assuming that one iteration of renormalization operation takes one extra clock cycle to complete the encoding of a symbol and that the total CAE operation cycles of a BAB is the summation of the total symbol count and , which is the total cycle counts for renormalization, then the proportion of , defined as , is about 10.34% of the total CAE operation cycles.
The differences of and shown in Fig. 9 
C. Design Space Exploration for CAE Coding
To design an efficient multisymbol CAE, three challenges must be conquered:
• extract multiple contexts of symbols and derive the probabilities of these contexts; • have the critical path in range update operation; • achieve intersymbol dependency. If we handle symbols with all kinds of contexts, we would require multiple probability generators, e.g., either multiple probability tables or a multiport probability table, and multiple multipliers. From the fact that tends to appear in clusters, and this kind of situation would happen to successive symbols, we design a multisymbol CAE that can encode , a single , or a singe nonwithin one clock cycle. The proposed architecture significantly improves the performance and reduces the cost of both multiple probabilities generation and multiplesymbol range update unit. Fig. 10 shows the proposed pipelined multisymbol CAE architecture. Both bordered current BAB and bordered MC BAB are stored in the Bordered BAB Buffer, and they can be read out one row or one column for horizontal or vertical scan, respectively. Context Generator contains two three-line buffers and can shift the data in the line buffers one or multiple positions to form the INTRA or INTER templates within one clock cycle. After completing the coding of one line of symbols, Context Generator shifts out one line of symbols and reads in another line of symbols from Bordered BAB Buffer. A single context is fed into the probability lookup table (PLT) while multiple contexts are fed into a multiple symbol range update control (MSRUC) unit, to decide whether these symbols belong to . If there are symbols belonging to , Context Generator will shift the data positions, and these symbols will be handled in multiple-symbol range update (MSRU) unit. Otherwise, the Context Generator only shifts data one position and only one symbol will be handled in the range update (RU) unit. In both cases, when the updated is smaller than QUARTER, renormalization operations start in the renormalization (RN) unit. The major differences between the coding paths of and non-, i.e., a single or a singe non-, are the PLT/RU and MSRUC/MSRU.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the critical path of updating the range includes the 16 16 multiplication, one 32-b subtraction, and one 32-b addition. This is not the case when it happens to encode . Since the cLPSs for are small, hardware implementation for these multiplications is compact. Due to the small values of these cLPSs and the fact that dominates the total symbol count, it is possible to design a cost-effective MSRU unit that can encode within one clock cycle without sacrificing the clock rate.
Before designing a particular MSRU unit, the potential speedup of different capabilities of the -MSRU unit that handles within one clock cycle is analyzed. In Fig. 11 , denotes the number of processed by the -MSRU unit in one clock cycle, and Speedup is defined as , where and represent, respectively, the operation clock cycles of the CAE with the RU unit only and the CAE with both the RU and -MSRU units. Both and include cycles for renormalization operations.
Recall that cLPSs for of INTER CAE are much smaller than those of INTRA CAE. This implies that the -MSRU unit would have a simpler architecture for INTER CAE part. Therefore, it is possible to design an MSRU unit that can handle for INTER CAE operation and for INTRA CAE operation to achieve a better performance/cost tradeoff. As mentioned in Section I, INTRA CAE operation is applied twice to BABs of intraframe (INTRA BABs) for vertical and horizontal scans; similarly, INTRA CAE and INTER CAE operation are both applied twice to BABs of interframe (INTER BABs). Thus, we can estimate the distribution of CAE operation as follows:
The simulation result of the 11 test sequences shows that the count of INTER CAE operation has a proportion of about 34%. In practical hardware designs, hardware cost and achievable clock rate are important considerations. Since cLPSs of are much smaller compared to cLPSs of other symbols, under the above considerations, it is feasible to add a range update accelerator that deals with several within one clock cycle to the CAE design.
V. DESIGN OF MULTISYMBOL CAE
In this section, we focus on the detailed design of the major stages of the proposed multisymbol CAE architecture shown in Fig. 10 . The major stages of this pipelined architecture are context generator, PLT/MSRUC, RU/RU2, and RN. The detail of this part is shown in Fig. 12 . For simplicity, we focus on the explanation of the design of the two-symbol CAE architecture. However, the architecture can be easily extended to general multisymbol CAE architecture for MPEG-4 shape coding. Note that RU2 control and RU2 shown in Fig. 12 correspond to MSRUC and MSRU shown in Fig. 10 , respectively.
In Fig. 12 , data in both bab buffer and mcbab buffer can be read out row by row or column by column for horizontal or vertical scan, respectively. In the Context Generator stage, line buffers, bab_lines and mcbab_lines, are used to generate INTRA and INTER templates. The counter register is used to indicate the position of these templates and to control how the data in line buffers are shifted. For a two-symbol CAE, this counter register is updated by one or two to indicate that one or two symbols have been processed. The bab_end flag is used by the bitstream generator to indicate the end of a vertical or horizontal scan of a BAB. In the stage of probability table lookup and RU2 control, proper context is selected according to the CAE mode. The selected context is then either fed to 1 K entries 16 b prob- ability table for INTRA mode or to a 512 entries 16 b probability table for INTER mode. To handle within a clock cycle, extra pixels context_r are used to decide whether the two successive symbols, current symbol symbol_c and look-ahead symbol symbol_r, belong to . Flag cLPS_sel is used to indicate that all bits of contexts are all zero or all one. There are three major blocks in the range update stage: RU is the normal range update unit that handles one symbol at a time, RU2 is the range update unit that handles two symbols at a time, and RN deals with renormalization and bits output. All three blocks will decide the requirement of renormalization after they complete the computation of the range. The whole pipelined stages are stalled when renormalization operation is processing. In the rest of this section, we will discuss the stall conditions and present the detailed design for context generation and range update unit. Although when renormalization occurs, when renormalization buffer is full, or when the BAB line buffers are not ready, the CAE kernel pipeline will be stalled, we will discuss the stalled conditions only caused by renormalization operations. Fig. 13 illustrates the situation when no renormalization occurs among the input symbols. The symbol pairs {S1, S2}, {S3, S4}, {S5, S6} and {S7, S8} all belong to . The singlesymbol architecture requires 10 cycles to encode these eight symbols, whereas the two-symbol architecture requires only six cycles. In this situation, the two-symbol architecture can save four cycles since there are four occurrences of two successive symbols belonging to . Fig. 14 shows the pipeline operations under different situations when the renormalizations are induced by different symbols. In these three situations, only S1 and S2 belong to . In case 2, the renormalization is induced by S0. In this situation, both single-symbol and twosymbol architecture take one extra cycle for renormalization.
A. Pipeline Operation
However, one cycle is saved in the two-symbol architecture due to the occurrence of S1 and S2.
In case 3, the renormalization is induced by S1. Therefore, S1 and S2 cannot be encoded within a single cycle even though both S1 and S2 belong to . In such a situation, the two-symbol architecture does not have the advantage over the single-symbol architecture. Note that since the data in the line buffers would be shifted for two symbols when the RU2 control block detects two successive symbols belonging to , there must be registers to store the symbol and the cLPS of S2 for the second RU operation on S2. In case 4, S2 induces the renormalization. Both single-and two-symbol architecture require one more cycle for the renormalization. However, one cycle is saved in the two-symbol architecture due to the occurrence of S1 and S2.
As evidenced by the statistics illustrated in the previous section, renormalization seldom happens to , and its effect on the performance only causes a little degradation. Together with the pipeline behavior just mentioned, the two-symbol CAE architecture can improve the performance most of the time when encoding two successive symbols that belong to .
B. Context Generation
As mentioned before, one of the challenges to design an efficient multisymbol CAE is extracting the multiple contexts of the coded symbols. Fig. 15(a) shows the required pixels to generate two INTRA contexts for symbol and within a clock cycle. Virtually, this template will be shifted right by one or two positions respectively through the three line buffers shown in Fig. 15(b) when one or two symbols are encoded or it will be kept at the same position when the CAE is stalled or stopped. These line buffers (LB1, LB2, and LB3) are physically composed of four register chains for the movement of data. The first three register chains, rc1, rc2, and rc3, are used for border region, and their connection and control are almost independent of the number of symbols to be processed at a time. These three register chains are simple shift registers with control steps shown in Table V . Register is somewhat different because it may receive data from either of rc1 or of rc4. The rest of registers in these line buffers are mapped as , , and to form register chain rc4. Data in rc4 can be shifted either one or two positions. The control steps of generating contexts for symbol and are shown in Table IV . At the beginning of processing a BAB, three top rows of the BAB are loaded into these line buffers in parallel. After the end of encoding one row of the BAB, LB1 is loaded with new data again while data in LB2 and LB3 are already in the right positions. All of these load and shift controls can be easily implemented using a counter. To support 4 4 and 8 8 BAB sizes, the roles of , , , and are replaced by , , , , and , , , and , respectively. Though registers do not contribute much to the context generation and can be eliminated, we keep them to 
C. Range Update Unit
As shown in Fig. 12 , the range update stage includes three major function units: RU, RU2, and RN. RU shown in Fig. 16(a) is implemented in a manner quite like the range update operation introduced in the previous section, except that some stall controls are added. Since RU2 only deals with , it requires only four different types of constant multiplications with coefficients shown in Table III . These multiplications are individually implemented in intra1 CU, intra0 CU, inter0 CU, and inter1 CU shown in Fig. 16(b) , and the complete functionalities of these CUs are illustrated in Table VI . Since the RU2 deals with two symbols within one clock cycle, there are two CUs for each CU type. These CUs are implemented in carry-save adder architecture to save area and improve performance. Fig. 17 shows the implementation of RN. RN determines whether to output a one bit of 1 (out1) or 0 (out0) and it counts the bits_to_follow according to the range and lower bound when renormalizing them.
D. Experiment Result
The whole CAE design contains Bordered BAB Buffer, Context Generator, probability table and RU2 control block, range update unit, renormalization buffer, bitstream generator, bitstream buffer, and registers for control and status of the whole CAE design. We synthesize the whole CAE design from 20 to 90 MHz with Synopsys using TSMC 0.35-m 1P4M CMOS technology, the critical path is dominated by RU, and RU2 takes 9.17%-14.26% of the total area of CAE design. The renormalization buffer has a gate count of 982 for a size of 9 b 8 entries, 1 b for "code bit" and 8 b for bits_to_follow. In our current design, instead of using ROM and RAM, all of the tables are synthesized using combinational circuitry and all of the buffers are synthesized using registers. The design of these tables and buffers will be refined in the future. Table VII shows the average clock cycles of CAE operation for different architectures. The average cycle is the time required for one CAE coding process. As mentioned before, two and four CAE coding processes are required for each BAB in intraframe and interframe coding, respectively. The bitstream with the minimum size of the encoded bitstream of these coding processes is selected as the final output. The speedup is estimated by dividing the average cycles of each type of architecture by that of proposed architecture with the two-symbol processing feature. The results of the proposed architecture are derived from the Verilog simulation with the test sequence of Bream. Note that the purpose of the proposed architecture with single-symbol processing capability is to demonstrate that the proposed architecture can run at a higher clock rate than the designs in [5] , [18] , [19] , while the purpose of the proposed architecture with two-symbol processing feature is to show that the proposed architecture has higher performance in terms of clock cycle count.
Chou's architecture [18] features its renormalization acceleration by using a lookup table to handle several renormalization operations within one clock cycle. Chang's architecture [19] , [5] features its elimination of redundant operations by stopping CAE operation when the size of the current bitstream of the vertical scan is larger than that of the horizontal scan. These features can also be applied to our architecture to achieve further improvement. The idea of redundant operation elimination is to terminate a current coding process when the bitstream size of the current coding process is larger than that of previous coding processes. Applying redundant operation elimination to our two-symbol architecture improves the average clock cycle count for each coding process from 194.65 to 180.33, i.e., a 7.83% improvement. The implementation of redundant operation elimination is simple. This mechanism requires one comparator for the bitsream size and the control circuit for terminating the current coding process and enabling the next coding process. The renomalization acceleration proposed in [18] is to handle consecutive renormalization processes within one clock cycle. We have illustrated that the ideal case of this improvement is 10.34% for single-symbol architecture, discussed in Section IV-B. As for Chou's architecture, renomalization acceleration has 4.72% improvement [18] . The implementation of renomalization acceleration is much more complex than that of redundant operation elimination. Furthermore, the authors of [18] did not clearly illustrate how to implement this improvement.
The gate count listed in Table VII contains the CAE major parts, i.e., context generation, probability lookup, and range update unit. All of these design are synthesized with the same technology library, i.e., TSMC 0.35-m 1P4M CMOS. Note that the major parts of the proposed two-symbol architecture require a 12 447 gate count when synthesized at 40 MHz. The maximum clock rate of Chou's, Wang's, and our design are 72.5, 40, and 90 MHz, respectively. The layout and specification of the prototyping chip for the whole CAE design are shown in Fig. 18 and Table VIII, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an efficient architecture design of multisymbol context-based arithmetic coding for MPEG-4 shape encoding. The important implementation issues, including data preparation for contexts of multiple symbols, multiple probabilities lookup for these contexts, and the calculation of multiple multiplications for multiplicative arithmetic coding, were all efficiently resolved in the proposed design. The key idea of our design is to exploit the inherent characteristics of BABs and the numerical properties of the probabilities indexed by the contexts. Data preparation of contexts for multiple symbols is efficiently solved by using four register chains. The design decision that CAE only encodes multiple symbols with the same context settles the issue of the generation of multiple probabilities of multiple symbols at a time and significantly reduces the cost of the probability table. Furthermore, the choice to encode multiple symbols with particular contexts greatly reduces the hardware cost and the required computation time for performing multiple multiplication operations within each clock cycle.
An example VLSI implementation of the proposed architecture that encodes two symbols within each clock cycle without sacrificing the clock rate can achieve a speedup of 1.47 in comparison with traditional CAE architectures. Under the extreme condition of encoding each boundary BAB in four coding processes (CPs), this two-symbol architecture can support Main Profile at Level 3 when running at 37.91 MHz (48 600 MB/s 4 CP/MB 195 cycles/CP 37.91 10 cycles/s). To support Main Profile at Level 4 under similar conditions, the design has to be able to run at 190.94 MHz. On the other hand, the simulation statistics over the 11 test sequences listed in Table II show that 13.9% and 10.2% BABs require two and four coding processes, respectively. To support MPEG-4 Main Profile at Level 4 shape encoding based on this criterion, the proposed two-symbol design has to be able to run at least 65.49 MHz (489 600 MB/s (2 13.9% 4 10.2%) CP/MB 195 cycles/CP 65.49 10 cycles/s) for real-time MPEG-4 encoding. The exact frequency at which the proposed design has to be able to run depends on the system overhead, such as data transfer of BABs and synchronization among functional units for the overall MPEG-4 encoding and other system functionality.
The major parts of our design requires a 12 447 gate count when synthesized at 40 MHz, which is about 108.84% of the design proposed in [5] , [19] and 72.94% of the design proposed in [18] . That is, the proposed two-symbol architecture has small area overhead. Note that the proposed architecture also has a higher maximum clock rate. The aforementioned hardware cost does not include the buffers. As shown in Fig. 9 , the input buffer of CAE, called the BAB buffer, requires a 10 626 gate count, while the output buffer, called the bitstream buffer, requires a 6122 gate count. Unlike the major parts of CAE, the area of these buffers is less sensitive to the operating clock frequency. That is, the buffers could dominate the hardware cost of CAE. To have two simpler CAE encoders with single-symbol architecture, the size of these buffers would be probably two times of that of the proposed two-symbol architecture. In addition, two simpler single-symbol CAE encoders also require almost two times the area for the major parts of CAE. Therefore, the proposed design is a cost-effective solution for MPEG-4 Main Profile at Levels 3 and 4.
